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for tooth development.
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The proper positioning of organs during develop-
ment is essential, yet little is known about the regula-
tion of this process in mammals. Using murine tooth
development as a model, we have found that cell
migration plays a central role in positioning of the
organ primordium. By combining lineage tracing, ge-
netic cell ablation, and confocal live imaging, we
identified a migratory population of Fgf8-expressing
epithelial cells in the embryonic mandible. These
Fgf8-expressing progenitors furnish the epithelial
cells required for tooth development, and the pro-
genitor population migrates toward a Shh-express-
ing region in the mandible, where the tooth placode
will initiate. Inhibition of Fgf and Shh signaling disrup-
ted the orientedmigration of cells, leading to a failure
of tooth development. These results demonstrate the
importance of intraepithelial cell migration in proper
positioning of an initiating organ.
INTRODUCTION
The precise positioning of developing organs is essential for
proper embryogenesis, but the mechanisms that facilitate this
process at a cellular level are not well understood. Morphogen
gradients have classically been invoked as regulators of organ
positioning (Wolpert, 1969), but how such signaling events are
translated into cellular behaviors remains elusive. One important
mechanism of organ positioning that has been reported in some
vertebrates, but not yet well-studied in mammals, involves
epithelial migration, which regulates patterning of mechanosen-
sory organs in the lateral line of fish. In this process, founder
epithelial cells form rosettes, migrate in an anteroposterior direc-
tion, and establish primordia of individual organs; such eventsDevelopmeare oftenmediated by Fgf,Wnt, and chemokine signaling (Nechi-
poruk and Raible, 2008; Aman and Piotrowski, 2009).
Teeth are unique to vertebrates and have played a central role
during evolution. Tooth position, number, shape, and size vary
significantly among species, and this diversity is driven by natu-
ral selection in response to the environmental pressures pro-
vided by various types of food. The fossil record consists largely
of teeth, and the dental features in these remnants have provided
most of the information used for analysis of extinct vertebrate
species. Thus, understanding the positioning of teeth is impor-
tant both for developmental and evolutionary biologists. In terms
of function, proper tooth positioning is required to ensure correct
occlusion and feeding and, therefore, this is likely to be regulated
by conserved biological mechanisms that are under evolutionary
pressures.
Teeth, like many other organs, initiate their development when
the epithelium invaginates into the underlying mesenchyme to
form a placode (Jernvall and Thesleff, 2000; Pispa and Thesleff,
2003; Tucker and Sharpe, 2004; Neubu¨ser et al., 1997). The pla-
code then forms a cylindrical invaginated epithelial structure
called the dental lamina that is anteroposteriorly oriented along
the length of the mandible. In mouse embryos, the dental lamina
is evident by embryonic day (E)12.5. The lamina progressively
expands to give rise to epithelial buds that will form a more
mature tooth primordium. While much work has been done to
probe the molecular basis of epithelial-mesenchymal interac-
tions during tooth development (Jernvall and Thesleff, 2000;
Pispa and Thesleff, 2003; Tucker and Sharpe, 2004; Neubu¨ser
et al., 1997), relatively little is known about the intraepithelial in-
teractions and cellular processes that drive the earliest phases
of this process.
The initiation of tooth development in the molar region of the
mouse jaw occurs around E11.5, and expression of Fgf8 in the
proximal mandible adjacent to the forming jaw joint is one of
the first markers of this process (Neubu¨ser et al., 1997) (Figures
1A, 1D, and 1G). This domain of Fgf8 expression is transient and
disappears by E12.5 (Figures 1B–1I). Although a role for FGF8
signaling in positioning of the mouse molar was previouslyntal Cell 35, 713–724, December 21, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 713
Figure 1. Fgf8-Expressing Cells Are Required for Tooth
Development
(A–C) Schematic cartoon of early embryonic tooth development
showing presumptive dental epithelium at E11.5 (A), dental lamina
formation at E12.5 (B), and first molar cap stage at E14.5 (C).
(D–F) Fgf8LacZ was used to visualize Fgf8 expression during early
tooth development (dashed lines represent plane of section for
G–I); tongues were removed for clarity. Fgf8 is expressed at
the proximal end of the E11.5 mandible (D) near the anlage
of the temporo-mandibular joint (asterisk). The Fgf8 expression
diminishes by E12.5 (E) and is undetectable at E14.5 (F).
(G–I) At E11.5, Fgf8 is expressed in the basal cell layer (b) of
epithelium, but not in the suprabasal layer (sb). At E12.5, Fgf8
expression diminishes, and it is not detectable at E14.5.
(J–O) Lineage tracing experiments using inducible
Fgf8creER;R26RLacZ. At E11.5, the placode is labeled (J andM), and
by E12.5, progeny of Fgf8-expressing cells are concentrated in the
dental lamina (K and N). At E14.5, the entire molar tooth germ is
comprised of descendants of Fgf8-expressing cells (L and O).
(P) Experimental scheme for ablation of Fgf8-expressing cells.
(Q and R) H&E-stained histological sections of E14.5 molar area
from control (Q) and ablated embryo (R). The ablation of Fgf8-
positive cells blocks tooth germ growth, but does not alter
epithelial integrity nor perturb epithelial invagination, indicating
that descendants of Fgf8-expressing cells are essential for dental
epithelium growth, but not for initiation of invagination.
(S–V) 3D reconstructions rendered from confocal optical sec-
tions through molar area in control (S and T) and ablated embryo
(U and V).
(W–Z) Analysis of Fgf8ires-cre;R26RConfetti embryo to determine
distribution of tooth germ epithelial cells at E14.5. The whole
mount image (X) and frontal sections (Y and Z) of E14.5molar show
mosaic organization of Fgf8-expressing cell progeny.
The white arrowhead in (I), (O), (Q), (S), and (Y) points to the enamel
knot (incisors = In and tongue = Tg). The scale bars in (D)–(F),
(J)–(L), (S)–(V), (Y), and (Z) represent 100 mmand (G)–(I) and (M)–(O)
represent 10 mm.
See also Figure S1 and Movie S1.
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suggested (Neubu¨ser et al., 1997), how the precise position of
the tooth germ is achieved has remained unknown.
RESULTS
To understand the initial events in tooth development, we first set
out to identify the progeny of the Fgf8-expressing cells. We per-
formed lineage tracing in Fgf8creER;R26RLacZ embryos, in which
cre recombination activity depends on induction with tamoxifen.
Activation of cre-mediated expression of LacZ before E11.5, fol-
lowed by analysis at E11.5–E14.5, led to labeling of the majority
of tooth epithelial cells (Figures 1J–1O), similar to what we found
with use of a constitutive Fgf8ires-cre driver (Figures S1A–S1F).
We further verified these data by analyzing Fgf8creER;R26mT/mG
embryos, which showed similar patterns of lineage tracing and
also highlighted that recombination occurred exclusively in the
oral epithelium, but not mesenchyme (Figures S1G–S1I). In
contrast, activation of Fgf8creER after E11.5 led to labeling of
essentially no cells in the tooth germ at E14.5 (Figures S1J–
S1L). Thus, the lineage tracing studies demonstrated that the
cells expressing Fgf8 atE11.5 give rise to most of the epithelial
cells of the developing tooth.
Interestingly, whereas at E11.5, the Fgf8 progeny were essen-
tially overlapping with the domain of Fgf8 expression (Figures 1D
and 1J), at E12.5, the Fgf8 progeny were condensed in the ante-
roposteriorly oriented dental lamina, reaching more anteriorly
than the original domain of Fgf8 expression (Figure 1K). The strik-
ing change in the distribution of labeled progeny of the Fgf8-ex-
pressing cells between E11.5 and E12.5 provided the first clue
that a highly dynamic epithelial rearrangement process occurs
during initiation of tooth development. We were also surprised
to observe that the Fgf8-expression domain was distinct from
theShh-expressing cells in E11.5 embryos and remained distinct
even after formation of the dental lamina at E12.5, suggesting a
potential interaction between these two populations of cells (Fig-
ures S1S–S1Z).
We next used a toxin-based ablation approach to ask whether
the Fgf8-expressing population is required for formation of the
tooth germ. Fgf8creER-driven expression of diphtheria toxin A
(DTA) was used to induce cell death in the Fgf8-expressing pop-
ulation (Figure 1P). Histological sections and 3D reconstructions
of the oral epithelium after DTA-mediated ablation of Fgf8-
expressing cells showed that only initiation of the early dental
epithelium, or lamina, occurred, whereas further growth of the
epithelium and budding of the tooth germs did not (Figures
1Q–1V; Movie S1). Thus, descendants of the Fgf8-expressing
cells are required for dental epithelium growth, and other epithe-
lial cells in the area cannot compensate for the absence of this
population to form a tooth germ.
As the lineage tracing and ablation experiments demonstrated
the importance of the Fgf8-expressing cells for tooth develop-
ment, we set out to identify the mechanism by which this popu-
lation contributes to the initiation of the dental lamina and to
further tooth development. To further evaluate how the tooth
germ forms from the progeny of the Fgf8-expressing population,
we examined the clonal organization of the descendants of
the Fgf8-expressing cells by crossing the Fgf8ires-cre driver with
a confetti multicolor reporter. If the clonal pattern were fixed
at E11.5, we would expect conspicuous patches of similarlyDevelopmecolored cells in the growing molar primordium. However, we
observed a highly mosaic distribution of cells within the tooth
germ at E14.5 (Figures 1W–1Z), indicating that between E11.5
and E14.5 the descendants of Fgf8-expressing cells undergo
dynamic rearrangement within the oral epithelium. To determine
if this cell rearrangement behavior was specific to early tooth
development, we compared the clonal patterns in the tooth to
those in the tongue epithelium. We used a ShhEGFP/cre driver to
activate the confetti reporter at E11.5 and analyzed tongue
epithelium at E14.5 (Figures S1M–S1Q), with the same temporal
dosing scheme as for the dental epithelium. The tongue epithe-
lium grew in a much more clonal fashion than did the dental
epithelium derived from Fgf8-expressing cells (Figure S1R), indi-
cating that the cell rearrangement is a specific property of the
tooth epithelium as opposed to a general property seen in all
oral epithelia.
To assess how the Fgf8-expressing cells were organized at
early time points, we analyzed Fgf8ires-cre;R26RConfetti E11.5
mandibles by confocal microscopy (Figures 2A–2E and S2A–
S2C). We first observed that cells in paraformaldehyde (PFA)-
fixed samples lost their elongated shape and were not organized
in an obvious pattern (Figures 2B, 2C, and S2A–S2C). However,
in live samples, the cells maintained their elongated shape, had a
centripetal orientation, and were arranged in a pattern that
resembled a large rosette (Figures 2D and 2E). The sensitivity
of this rosette structure to fixation indicates its fragility and
may explain why it was not previously discovered. To better visu-
alize the rosette-like structure, we analyzed the expression of
E-cadherin by crossing EcadCFP mice with Fgf8creER;R26RRFP
reporter mice. Under higher magnification, we observed that
the central part of the large rosette-like structure consisted of
smaller rosettes resembling the classical rosettes observed
during germ-band extension in Drosophila (Blankenship et al.,
2006), in the zebrafish lateral line (Nechiporuk and Raible,
2008), or during mammalian neuro-epithelial development
(Afonso and Henrique, 2006) (Figures S2D and S2E). In addition
to visualizing E-cadherin, we also assessed the distribution of
actin filaments in the rosette area of the mandible using live im-
aging of Lifeact mice (Riedl et al., 2010). The actin distribution
corresponded to the smaller rosette structures in the center
of the region of interest and there was more intense actin distri-
bution in the center (Figure S2F, arrowhead). This pattern of actin
distribution suggests that the centripetal orientation in the Fgf8-
expressing region is maintained through active cell adhesion,
which is similar to what has been reported in other develop-
mental models (Harding et al., 2014).
The location of the rosette structure adjacent to the jaw joint at
E11.5 corresponded to the center of the Fgf8-expressing popu-
lation at E11.5 (Figures 1D and 1J). Because our initial experi-
ments demonstrated that the distribution of Fgf8-expressing
cell progeny changes between E11.5 and E12.5, we sought to
determine the fate of descendants of Fgf8-expressing cells in
the rosette by performing time-lapse confocal live imaging of
the rosette cells using Fgf8ires-cre;R26RConfetti embryos (Fig-
ure 2F). E11.5 mandible explants were submerged in agarose-
containing medium and observed by inverted spinning disk
confocal microscopy for 14 hr. The rosette structure disap-
peared within 14 hr of development in vitro, and cells that were
released from the rosette subsequently migrated out of thisntal Cell 35, 713–724, December 21, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 715
Figure 2. Live Imaging Reveals that Fgf8-Expressing Cells Are Organized into a Rosette Structure and Migrate Anteriorly toward the Site of
Dental Lamina Initiation
(A) Schematic drawing of Fgf8-expressing population at E11.5 (orange structure).
(B–E) Static images of Fgf8ires-cre;R26RConfetti samples in fixed (B and C) or live (D and E) tissue. The live confocal imaging reveals that the Fgf8-expressing
population forms a rosette structure as shown in the image.
(F) Confocal time-lapse live imaging shows release of rosette structure during 14 hr of development, as cells from the rosette migrate anteriorly toward the site of
dental lamina initiation. The F0’– F6’ images show tracks to demonstrate the oriented cell movement. The white arrowheads represent the posterior cells that do
not move anteriorly.
(legend continued on next page)
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region (Figures 2F and S3A–S3C; Movie S2). Cell migration dur-
ing this period was highly oriented, and cells from the rosette
were released and moved in an anterior direction toward the
presumptive initiation site of the tooth germ; in contrast, cells
located posteriorly from the rosette exhibitedminimal movement
(Figure 2F, white arrowheads), indicating that the migratory po-
tential was restricted to cells within the rosette area. We next
performed automatic cell tracking analysis, which confirmed in
an unbiased manner that the migratory behavior was specific
to cells in the rosette area and not in cells located posteriorly
(Figures S3A–S3C). Interestingly, although the difference in total
track length of cell movement was not significant, the difference
in cell displacement was highly significant, indicating that cells
from the rosette area underwent more directed migration than
cells located posteriorly.
We next set out to follow the cell shapes and overall behavior
of the cells to determine whether cell migration is an active
process specific to the Fgf8-expressing population or a result
of tissue-level dynamics. We used mosaic labeling of Fgf8-
expressing cells in Fgf8-creER;R26mT/mG embryos with a lower
dose of tamoxifen (2 mg/40 g mouse) in order to induce labeling
of individual cells. This experimental design, which enabled us to
image individual cells in the posterior mandible, showed that
epithelial cells formed fillopodial structures typical of those found
in migrating cells (Figure 2G) (Mattila and Lappalainen, 2008).
High-magnification time-lapse live imaging revealed that cell
movement duringmigration is accompanied by formation of fillo-
podial membrane protrusions (Figure 2H, red and yellow arrows;
Movie S2).
To complement the mosaic labeling studies, we also analyzed
all cells that had expressed Fgf8 at any point during their devel-
opmental history by live imaging of Fgf8ires-cre;R26mT/mG em-
bryos, in which a membrane GFP labels all descendants of
Fgf8-expressing cells (Figure 2I). Automated recognition of
membrane-labeled cells supported our observation that the
directed intraepithelial migration events occurred predominantly
in the rosette area (Figures S3D–S3F). As manual tracking was
more robust while still allowing us to follow a sufficient number
of migrating cells for statistical analysis, we then performed
manual tracking of cells in the area of the rosette for a longer
period of time. Over a 48 hr period, we observed synchronized
cell movement and shape changes of the moving cells as they
underwent oriented intraepithelial cell migration toward the
area of dental lamina initiation. Interestingly, not only cells from
the rosette, but also more anteriorly located descendants of
Fgf8-expressing cells moved in an oriented fashion toward the(G) Higher magnification (4003) view of Fgf8-expressing cells in Fgf8creER;R26m
enabled detailed imaging of individual cells (G1–G6), showing formation of cell pr
(H) High-magnification live imaging (7 hr) of individual cell cluster, showing mem
point to the membrane protrusions.
(I) Maximal intensity projection of migration characteristics of cell movement over
were selected for manual tracking to document cell movement toward the regio
(J–N) Blebbistatin treatment of E11.5 mandible. (J) Schematic drawing of tooth in
tooth germ at E14.5. (K) Whole-mount view of Fgf8creER;R26mT/mG embryo m
condensation of the descendants of Fgf8-expressing cells in the tooth germ. The
migration with 10 mMblebbistatin in culturemediumcauses the tooth progenitor ce
formed at E11.5. The dashed line marks the position of the optical section in (N)
The scale bars represent in (F) 100 mm; (G) 10 mm; (I) and (J) 100 mm; and (K) and
See also Figures S2, S3, S4, and S5 and Movie S2.
Developmesite of dental lamina initiation (Figure 2I, yellow asterisk; Movie
S2; Figures S3D–S3F).
To test if active epithelial cell migration is required during the
initiation of tooth development, we treated cultured embryonic
mandibles with blebbistatin, a small molecule inhibitor of non-
muscle myosin II that disrupts cell migration (Duxbury et al.,
2004). This treatment caused the descendants of Fgf8-express-
ing cells to remain at the site of the rosette structure and pre-
vented anterior migration and tooth germ formation (Figures
2J–2N and S3G–S3K). In addition to the morphological analysis,
we assayed expression of several genes important for early
tooth development, including Pitx2, Msx1, Shh, Eda, Wnt10b,
and Bmp4 (Figures S3L–S3W). The failure of tooth development
after blebbistatin treatment was supported by the dysregulated
expression of Pitx2 in the dental epithelium, but expression of
mesenchymal Msx1 was unchanged, suggesting that early
patterning of the mesenchyme was not altered by blebbistatin
treatment. After blebbistatin treatment, genes expressed in early
dental epithelium, such as Shh, Wnt10b, and Eda, were not de-
tected or were very weak, suggesting that patterning of tooth
development is severely affected by the blockade of cell migra-
tion. Similarly, Bmp4 was not detected in the dental epithelium,
but expression in the mesenchyme was unaltered, suggesting
again that molecular patterning of the mesenchyme may not
require migration of epithelial cells. Together, the live imaging
and cultured explant approaches provide the first evidence of
intraepithelial cell migration during tooth development. These
results explain the change in distribution of progeny of Fgf8-ex-
pressing cells between E11.5 and E12.5 (Figures 1J and 1K) and
also address the question of how the dental lamina is formed
almost exclusively from the descendants of Fgf8-expressing
cells (Figures 1L and 1O).
Importantly, the descendants of Fgf8-expressing cells in the
rosette area have a unique migration pattern compared to other
cells in the mandible (Figures S4A–S4G). Segment analysis of
the mandible showed that rosette cells have the longest migra-
tion length and total directed displacement (Figure S4C). We
compared Fgf8-expressing cells with Sox2-expressing cells
and found that the latter showed very limited migration and
had an opposite direction of migration at E11.5 (Figures S4N–
S4Q; Movie S3). In addition, the underlying mesenchymal cells,
in contrast to the migrating epithelial cells, showed minimal
displacement (Figures S4K–S4M). These data are consistent
with the notion that migration of proximally located epithelial
cells is followed by random intercalation into the prospective
dental lamina epithelium, resulting in the mosaic distribution ofT/mG embryo induced by low dose of tamoxifen. The mosaic activation of cre
otrusions and fillopodia during active cell movement.
brane dynamic and fillopodia formation during cell migration. The arrowheads
48 hr of imaging in an Fgf8ires-cre;R26RmT/mG embryo. The representative cells
n of asterisk in I4–I5.
itiation area, with red circle corresponding to the E11.5 rosette and blue line to
andible explanted at E11.5 and grown for 3 days in vitro, showing normal
dashed line marks the position of the optical section in (M). (L) Inhibition of cell
lls to remain at the posterior region of themandible, where the rosette structure
. The prospective dental epithelia are marked by the dotted line.
(L) 20 mm.
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Figure 3. Fgf8-Expressing Cells Respond to Both Fgf and Shh
Signaling and Do Not Overlap with Shh Expression
(A–C) Shh and Fgf8 expression in Fgf8LacZ;ShhEGFP/Cre embryonic mandible.
The Shh expression (arrowhead) is anterior to the Fgf8-expressing rosette
domain, R.
718 Developmental Cell 35, 713–724, December 21, 2015 ª2015 Elsdescendants of Fgf8-expressing cells seen at later times in the
dental epithelium (Figures 1X–1Z). As the migration pattern sug-
gested coordinated cell movement of epithelial clusters, we
examined embryos carrying an E-cadherin-CFP fusion protein
(EcadCFP) and found that descendants of Fgf8-expressing cells
maintained E-cadherin expression and that the intensity of
E-cadherin-CFP fluorescence was stronger then between de-
scendants of non-Fgf8-expressing cells (Figures S5A–S5D).
These findings suggested that the migrating cells preserve cell
junctions and support our observation that cells are maintained
in epithelial clusters during movement within the oral epithelium.
Next, to identify the signaling mechanism that regulates this
cell migration process, we focused on several genes that are
expressed at the initiation of tooth development (Dassule and
McMahon, 1998; Kettunen et al., 1998). Shh is expressed in a
small rounded domain (Figures 3A, 3D, and S5E) that has been
considered as either the tooth placode (Dassule and McMahon,
1998) or an anterior vestigial structure (Prochazka et al., 2010).
We hypothesized that this location of Shh expression was ante-
rior to the Fgf8-expressing rosette area, and indeed co-expres-
sion analysis indicated that the center of the Fgf8 expression
zone was distant from the Shh-expressing site of dental lamina
initiation at this time (Figures 3B, 3C, and S1T–S1Z). Interest-
ingly, Etv4, a readout of Fgf signaling (Roehl and Nu¨sslein-
Volhard, 2001), was expressed at high levels in the rosette
area (Figures 3E and S5F), as was the receptor-encoding gene
Fgfr2 (Figures 3F and S5G), indicating that the rosette cells
respond to Fgf signals. The Hedgehog receptor Ptc1 and the
downstream Hedgehog target Gli1 (Dassule and McMahon,
1998; Hardcastle et al., 1998), which are both readouts of
Hedgehog (HH) signaling, were also expressed in the rosette
area at a distance from the more anterior Shh-expressing
domain (Figures 3G, 3H, S5H, and S5I), indicating that cells
within the rosette were responding to Shh signaling. Thus, these(D–I) Fgf8-positive cells at E11.5 express components of the Fgf and Shh
signaling pathways.
(D) Shh is expressed in a small anterior rounded domain.
(E and F) Fgfr2 is expressed throughout the oral epithelium, whereas expres-
sion of Etv4, a marker of Fgf signaling, is concentrated in the posterior
mandible.
(G and H) The HH targets Ptc1 and Gli1 are expressed in the rosette.
(I) Summary of expression patterns indicating that Fgf8-expressing cells
receive both Fgf and Shh signaling (incisor: In and tongue: Tg).
(J–R) Explants of E11.5 Fgf8ires-cre;R26mT/mG embryos cultured for 3 days.
(J, M, and P) Control embryos showing normal tooth bud development in
whole mount (J), section (M), and 3D reconstruction (P).
(K, N, and Q) Inhibition of Shh signaling by cyclopamine in cultured explants
results in failure of dental epithelium growth, including an ectopic distribution
of descendants of Fgf8ires-cre-expressing cells (K), a shallow epithelial invagi-
nation (N), and failure of dental epithelial growth, as seen by 3D reconstruction
of epithelium (Q).
(L, O, and R) Inhibition of Fgf signaling in explant cultures with SU5402 leads to
a small, posteriorly formed bud (L), but invagination of descendants of Fgf8-
expressing cells is visible in the posterior mandible, presumably at the site of
the earlier rosette structure (O and R).
(S) Quantification of anteroposterior length of invaginated dental epithelium in
control and after cyclopamine and SU5402 treatment, n = 4 for each condition.
The asterisks in (J)–(L) label the position where the jaw joint was cut at themost
proximal part of the mandible. A Student’s t test was used with SD for error
estimates, p = 0.013. The scale bars represent 100 mm.
See also Figure S5.
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expression patterns demonstrate that two spatially distinct cell
populations are involved in tooth initiation: the Shh-expressing
cells at the anterior edge of the dental lamina and the posterior
rosette cells that express Fgf8 and are responsive to both Fgf
and Shh signaling (Figure 3I).
To test if the Shh and Fgf pathways regulate intraepithelial cell
migration from the posterior rosette area into the dental lamina
site, we first cultured organ explants from Fgf8ires-cre;R26RmT/mG
embryos with inhibitors of Shh (cyclopamine) (Cooper et al.,
1998) or Fgf (SU5402) (Mohammadi et al., 1997) signaling for
3 days. Inhibition of Shh signaling prevented condensation of
cells after migration, resulting in a more dispersed distribution
of descendants of Fgf8-positive cells (Figure 3K) compared to
control (Figure 3J). Optical sections (Figure 3N) and 3D recon-
structions (Figure 3Q) demonstrated that blockade of Shh
signaling prevented descendants of Fgf8-positive cells from
reaching the dental lamina site and hampered formation of
the tooth primordium. When the Fgf signaling pathway (Figures
3L, 3O, and 3R) was inhibited, the cells were able to undergo
epithelial budding, but strikingly, this occurred in the very
posterior part of the mandible, presumably in the original
position of the rosette. We also asked if the small molecules
were disrupting cell proliferation or induction of apoptosis
using EdU pulses to determine the number of proliferative cells
and TUNEL staining to quantify apoptosis. These studies
showed that neither cyclopamine nor SU5402 caused signifi-
cant differences in cell proliferation and apoptosis (Figures
S5K–S5U).
To address whether the inhibition of Shh and Fgf signaling
affects tooth morphogenesis in a cell autonomous manner, we
used a genetic approach for ablation of Shh and Fgf8 signaling
or overactivation of Shh signaling exclusively in Fgf8-expressing
cells at E11.5 (Figure 4). Conditional deletion of Fgf8 led to arrest
of cylindrical dental lamina formation (Figure 4B, dotted line), as
did conditional deletion of the Shh receptor Smo (Figure 4C). In
contrast, a Smo gain of function allele (SmoM2) resulted in an
anteriorly expanded dental lamina (Figure 4D), suggesting that
Fgf and Shh signaling regulate migration of progenitor cells in a
cell autonomous manner during dental lamina formation. Further
development of the dental primordium was also affected by
deletion of Fgf8 in progenitor cells (Figure 4F) and resulted in a
shorter invaginated structure, similar to what we observed after
SU5402 treatment (Figures 3L, 3O, and 3R). Surprisingly, the
phenotype in the Smo deletion mutants showed some recovery
at E14.5 (Figure 4G), suggesting that at later stages other
signaling pathways might compensate for the absence of Shh
signaling. To link themorphologic phenotypes with cell migration
patterns, we performed live imaging experiments followed by
analysis of cell migration tracks, displacement, and straightness
of movement (Figures 4I–4R; Movie S4). These data show that
conditional removal of Fgf8 led to a dramatic decrease in cell
motility, which can explain the missing dental lamina and subse-
quent defect in positioning of the tooth primordium in Fgf8 con-
ditional knockout embryos, and they are also consistent with
abnormal positioning of the tooth primordium after SU5402
treatment. Deletion of epithelial Smo led to decreased length
of the invaginated dental lamina accompanied by an increase
in cell motility and misorientation of direction of movement (Fig-
ure 4O), whichwas consistent with the in vitro HHblockade usingDevelopmecyclopamine. However, in contrast to the culture experiments,
we observed a rescue of tooth development at later stages,
suggesting that pharmacological inhibition of HH signaling also
affects Shh signaling to the underlying mesenchyme, and this
in turn could regulate an alternative signal promoting migration
in the prospective dental lamina. Interestingly, Wnt10b shows
a similar temporospatial expression pattern to Shh (Figure S5J)
and is involved in regulation of epithelial migration in other sys-
tems (Chen et al., 2008). Additionally, we noted that while condi-
tional overactivation of HH signaling resulted in generally lower
motility of the Fgf8-derived population, a subset of epithelial cells
became highly motile, which may contribute to anterior expan-
sion of the dental lamina (Movie S4).
These observations suggested that upregulation of cell migra-
tion behavior might lead to anterior expansion of the dental
lamina and could cause the additional epithelial budding in
the normally toothless area called the diastema seen in some
mutants. We therefore performed lineage-tracing experiments
with Fgf8creER in Spry4 null mice (Figures S5V–S5Y), which
have been shown (Klein et al., 2006) to have supernumerary
teeth in the diastema area in 16% of embryos. We detected for-
mation of a small anterior cap in 38% (n = 8) of Spry4/;
Fgf8creER;R26mT/mG triple transgenic mutant embryos, and this
was accompanied by an anteriorly extended dental lamina colo-
nized by descendants of the Fgf8-expressing population. Thus,
the Fgf8-expressing cells are not only the source of the first
molar epithelium, but also of supernumerary teeth in those mu-
tants that have them.
We next imaged descendants of Fgf8-positive cells after inhi-
bition of Shh and Fgf signaling using Fgf8ires-cre;R26RConfetti
embryos (Figures 5A–5C; Movies S2 and S4). Each positive
cell in the rosette area (Figures 5A–5C) was analyzed to evaluate
the length of track and direction of movement (Figures 5D–5L).
After inhibition of Shh signaling, Fgf8 descendants were still
able to move in the general direction of the future tooth germ,
but this movement was misoriented (Figures 5E, 5H, and 5K;
Movie S4). In contrast, Fgf inhibition caused a significant overall
decrease in movement, and cells predominantly remained in the
rosette area (Figures 5F, 5I, and 5L; Movie S4), consistent with
our earlier observation that this treatment led to epithelial bud
formation posteriorly at the original site of the rosette. The orien-
tation of migration in the control group differed significantly from
both cyclopamine and SU5402 treatment groups in terms of
actual and relative vector lengths. Cyclopamine and SU5402
treated explants also differed from each other significantly in
terms of vector lengths. In contrast to control samples, in which
the cell migration orientation was reproducibly consistent, both
cyclopamine and SU5402 treatment caused misoriented cell
movement (Figures 5M–5O). However, cyclopamine treated cul-
tures showed a tendency to maintain the direction of migration
within the same quadrant as the control, in contrast to SU5402
treatment. This observation suggests that cells in proximity to
the prospective dental lamina might secrete an additional
chemotactic signal. Lastly, we placed SHH-soaked beads into
the posterior side of the explant (opposite to the direction of
migration), and the total number of cells accumulated around
the bead was quantified (Figures S5Z–S5Zd). Descendants of
Fgf8-expressing cells accumulated on the surface of SHH-
soaked beads after 24 hr of in vitro culture, whereas we didntal Cell 35, 713–724, December 21, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 719
Figure 4. Fgf and Shh Signaling Regulate
Migratory Behavior of the Descendants of
Fgf8-Expressing Epithelial Cells in a Cell-
Autonomous Manner
(A–D) Dental lamina formation at E12.5 in Shh and
Fgf signaling pathway mutants.
(A) Control (wild-type, WT).
(B) Conditional deletion of Fgf8 with Fgf8creER.
(C) Conditional deletion of Smo with Fgf8creER.
(D) Conditional gain of function in Shh signaling
with SmoM2 allele driven by Fgf8creER.
(E–H) First molar tooth germ morphology at E14.5.
(E) Control.
(F) Conditional deletion of Fgf8.
(G) Conditional deletion of Smo.
(H) Conditional gain of function in Shh signaling.
(I–L) Live imaging with individual cell tracing.
(I) Control.
(J) Conditional deletion of Fgf8.
(K) Conditional deletion of Smo.
(L) Conditional gain of function in Shh signaling.
(M–P) Track translation analysis of live imaging
experiments.
(Q) Quantification of dental lamina size at E12.5
and first molar primordium length at E14.5.
(R) Quantification of cell migration parameters
(track length, displacement, and straightness). SD
was used for error estimates in column graphs, the
box plots are presented with end of whiskers set
at the 1.53 interquartile range above the third
quartile and below the first quartile; and the open
circles mark maximal outliers (Student’s t test
with * = p < 0.05; ** = p < 0.01; and *** = p < 0.0001).
See also Movie S4.not observe a similar pattern with control BSA soaked beads,
demonstrating that SHH can indeed function as a chemotactic
signal in the developing mandible.720 Developmental Cell 35, 713–724, December 21, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.DISCUSSION
Together, the expression, ablation, live
imaging, genetic, and inhibitor studies
suggest a model in which the tooth bud
initiates with a small group of Shh-ex-
pressing cells, and these in turn recruit a
much larger cohort of Fgf8-expressing
cells that are required for further devel-
opment (Figure 5P). Our data indicate
that the induction of tooth develop-
ment, which has been generally believed
to involve Shh-expressing cells in the
epithelium interacting with cells in the un-
derlying mesenchyme, results from more
complex events than previously thought.
The earliest inductive interactions include
those between two epithelial popula-
tions in addition to the known epithelial-
mesenchymal communication. Intraepi-
thelial migration of founder epithelial cells
during the early positioning of organs pro-
vides an important link between expres-
sion patterns of signaling molecules andcellular processes driving early organogenesis. These signaling
molecules do not simply act on static populations of progenitors,
but rather instruct the location at which the progenitors begin to
Figure 5. Direction of Cell Migration Is Regulated
by Fgf and Shh Signaling
(A–L) Maximal intensity projection of live imaging
of mandibles from Fgf8ires-cre;R26RConfetti embryos to
analyze the effects of inhibition of Shh and Fgf signaling
on directionality of cell migration.
(A–C) Tracked cells were automatically recognized (cyan
points) and followed for 30 hr.
(D–F) Vector replacement to visualize direction of cell
movement. In controls, the longest vectors were from
the rosette area, whereas in cyclopamine treated man-
dibles (E), there was no difference in vector length be-
tween rosette and non-rosette cells, and rosette vectors
were misoriented. In the SU5402 treated mandibles (F),
the vector length was decreased.
(G–I) Tracks of individual cells showing displacement as
visualized by trajectories of individual cell movement.
The cold colors (blue/green) indicate shorter paths and
the warm colors (red/yellow) indicate longer paths. In
each image, the box is centered on the rosette structure.
(J–L) Detailed view of cell trajectories within the rosette,
showing that in the control sample (J), the longest
trajectories were from cells in the rosette area, but in
cyclopamine treated mandibles (K), the longest trajec-
tories were distributed randomly, and in SU5402 treated
mandibles, the cell movement trajectories wereminimal.
(M–O) Quantification of cell migration. Each blue line
represents an individual experiment, and the dots are
individual cells from all experiments. An analysis of three
control samples and four experimental samples showed
a significant difference among experimental conditions.
The orientation of cell migration in the control group
differed significantly from both cyclopamine and
SU5402 treatment groups in terms of actual (F = 16.909,
p < 0.0001 and F = 171.423, p < 0.0001) and relative (F =
32.917, p < 0.0001 and F = 158.461, p < 0.0001) vector
lengths. The cyclopamine and SU5402 treated explants
also differed from each other significantly in terms of
vector lengths and direction (F = 319.667, p < 0.0001
and F = 336.234, p < 0.0001). To compute the circular
statistics, we used Oriana 4 and Hotelling’s two-sample
test with Bonferroni’s correction was used for testing
differences between treatment groups.
(P) Model for roles of Fgf8 and Shh signaling in regula-
tion of epithelial cell migration. The scale bars represent
100 mm.
See also Figure S5 and Movie S4.
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execute their developmental programs. Directional migration
within the epithelial layer of a founder population of tooth cells
in response to a signaling stimulus provides a new mechanism
for the translation of molecular patterning information into
cellular behaviors during odontogenesis.
The observation of migratory behavior in the tooth epithelial
founder cells leads us to pose an evolutionary question: might
this phenomenon, first identified during mouse molar initiation,
be a more general feature of mammalian tooth development,
and if so, what evolutionary implications might this have?
Although tooth developmental programs and the molecular
pathways that regulate them appear conserved among species
(Jernvall and Thesleff, 2000; Buchtova´ et al., 2008; Fraser
et al., 2009; Smith et al., 2009), tooth positioning and jaw
morphology are highly variable in vertebrates. It has been pro-
posed that teeth have a high degree of independence from jaw
bone elements both developmentally and evolutionarily, and
that tooth induction sites could be at the posterior areas of the
jaw in close proximity to the buccopharyngeal membrane or
the sites of jaw joints (Smith, 2003; Fraser and Smith, 2011).
Thus, one hypothesis that emerges from this work is that migra-
tion of founder cells might confer plasticity on tooth positioning
despite tight conservation of the tooth initiation process, which
would enable greater diversity in pharyngeal arch morphology.
Another evolutionary notion raised by this work relates to
the observation in axolotls that posteriorly located epithelium,
presumably from the dissolving buccopharyngeal membrane
of partly endodermal origin, gives rise to teeth (Soukup et al.,
2008). Interestingly, some axolotl teeth showed a very high
mosaicism between ectodermal and endodermal lineages
(Soukup et al., 2008). These data lead us to propose that, in prim-
itive amphibian dentition, we would expect to find epithelial
rearrangements and likely intraepithelial migration during early
events such as tooth initiation and positioning. Although future
studies will be required to determine whether Fgf8-expressing
founder cells are induced by proximity to cells of endodermal
lineage or to signaling from the jaw joint area, we hypothesize
that the site of induction of tooth epithelial founder cells might
be conserved among different species despite morphological
changes throughout evolution. The migration of progenitor cells
may be amechanism functionally linking conserved sites of tooth
induction, with the final position of mature teeth reflecting the
morphological changes of the bone apparatus during evolution.
Our data build on recent work studying the migration of
epithelial cells during development of mammals, including cell
displacement during mammary gland morphogenesis (Ewald
et al., 2012), sheet migration during eyelid closure (Heller et al.,
2014), and centripetal cell compaction during hair placode for-
mation (Ahtiainen et al., 2014). The findings reported here pro-
vide an example in which directed intraepithelial migration is a
principle mechanism that regulates positioning of a developing
organ during mammalian embryogenesis. In other contexts,
such as during migration of epithelial cell in the fish lateral line
(David et al., 2002; Haas and Gilmour, 2006; Nechiporuk and Ra-
ible, 2008; Aman and Piotrowski, 2009) or in invasive carcinomas
(Friedl et al., 1995; Nabeshima et al., 1999; Friedl and Gilmour,
2009; Nguyen-Ngoc et al., 2012; Cheung et al., 2013; Theveneau
and Mayor, 2013), the migration of epithelial cells is a collective
process, as each cell influences its neighbor and makes the722 Developmental Cell 35, 713–724, December 21, 2015 ª2015 Elsmigration more efficient. Evidence is mounting that collective-
ness of cell migration can be directly regulated by Fgf signaling
(Dalle Nogare et al., 2014; Attia et al., 2015; Lebreton and Casa-
nova, 2015), suggesting that the autocrine FGF8 signaling in a
subgroup of epithelial cells that we observedmay point to collec-
tive migration in the tooth founder population. Future studies will
be required to investigate if the migratory behavior that we have
observed in the toothmeets the formal definition of collective cell
migration.
In addition to the evolutionary implications, the intraepithelial
migration of tooth founder cells represents a model for studying
epithelial cell migration under physiological conditions in mam-
mals, which is important because epithelial cell migration also
occurs during tumor formation and expansion in humans. Tumor
epithelial cells can collectively invade neighboring tissue without
undergoing epithelial-mesenchymal transition (Nabeshima et al.,
1999; Friedl and Gilmour, 2009; Cheung et al., 2013), and it is
possible that migration of founder epithelial cells during embry-
onic development shares some properties with invasive epithe-
lial tumor cells. Thus, studying migrating progenitor cells during
development can improve our understanding of diverse mecha-
nisms, including the triggering of migratory behavior in epithelial
cells, regulation of cell attraction, and intercalation into existing
tissues.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Mouse Breeding
All mouse work was performed in accordance with the UCSF Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committee. Details about alleles and breeding are pro-
vided in the Supplemental Information.
Cell Ablation
Cell ablation was performed as previously described (Wu et al., 2006) using an
Fgf8creER driver. Tamoxifen was administered at E10.75 to achieve recombina-
tion by E11, when the rosette structure is formed. There were six embryos from
three females that were analyzed.
In Vitro Culture and Live Imaging
E11.5 embryonic mandibles were dissected and cultured in 0.3% low melting
point agarose medium (Prochazka et al., 2010). The dissection was performed
to release the mandible from the jaw joint in a reproducible fashion, so that the
posterior (distal) border serves as a stable landmark for all dissected mandi-
bles. After dissection of the mandible, the tongue primordium was removed
and a single cut between incisors was used to split mandible into two halves.
For experimental treatment, the final concentration in the culture medium was:
SU5402 2.5 mM; cyclopamine 5 mM; and blebbistatin 10 mM. For each exper-
imental treatment and for live imaging studies, three independent samples
were analyzed. The SHH soaked beads were prepared by incubation in
100 ng/ml of recombinant SHH from mammalian cells (StemRD), and control
beads were soaked in BSA. There were four explant cultures that were used
for each condition. The number of cells adjacent to the bead surface was
counted in ImageJ at t0 and after 24 hr. The difference in cell number was sta-
tistically evaluated (Student’s t test) for SHH and BSA soaked beads. For live
imaging, cultures were placed in sealed glass-bottom dishes to avoid evapo-
ration (MatTek) and imaged on a Borealis-modified Yokogawa CSU-X1 spin-
ning disk confocal unit on an inverted Nikon TI microscope stand using a
103 objective (Stehbens et al., 2012).
Imaging Analysis Software
The raw data from live imaging experiments were post processed using
Bitplane Imaris software for automatized selection of labeled cells in the region
of interest and tracking analysis. Clonal analysis was done by segmentation of
single color patches with semiautomatic counting of cells in every color patchevier Inc.
in ImageJ. Clonal behavior was statistically evaluated by a Mann-Whitney un-
paired, non-parametric test. Cell migration vector coordinates were exported
in XLS files for further statistical analysis. Imaris software was used to render
3D reconstructions from optical sections. Individual cell tracking was done by
MTrackJ plugin in ImageJ (Meijering et al., 2012). All quantification data sets
are available in Table S1.
Statistical Analysis of Cell Migration
We used four samples for each of two treatment groups (cyclopamine and
SU5402) and three control samples with a total number of 16,802 recorded
cells. In our experimental design, all three treatments were located on onemul-
tiwell plate at once, oriented in the same direction and imaged simultaneously.
The orientation of individual 4D data sets was afterward refined in Imaris. Thus,
we were able to create mixed groups later for the purposes of analysis (see
below), because possible side effects of different orientations of plates under
themicroscopewere constant for all three treatments. The cells were automat-
ically recognized by ImarisTrack module and vector length and displacement
in Cartesian coordinates were recorded for each of the cells. To calculate
exact orientation of the vector, the following characterization of right triangle
was used: a = arcsin (jaj / c), where a is the orientation angle, jaj is absolute
value of the change in one of the axes, and c is the vector length.
We reduced the total number of cells in our analysis, taking only cells from
the upper quartile of vector lengths (longer than 25.177 mm), for the following
reasons: (1) lowering cell number lowered the power of the test, as a high num-
ber of observations can make even slight differences significant, (2) to elimi-
nate most non-migrating cells with the highest probability of short and random
vector direction, and (3) to put greater weight on specimens with longer vec-
tors in analysis. The total number of cells analyzed was 3,774 (1,365 for control,
1,399 for cyclopamine, and 1,010 for SU5402).
To compute circular statistics, we used Oriana 4 (Kovach, 2011). Because
the nested analysis required by the experimental design is not an available
method for circular statistics, we created mixed groups for each of the three
treatments.Moreover,wecomputed twoseries of testswith real aswell as con-
stant vector lengths to overcome possible changes in vectors due to different
rotation of plates under the camera. The Hotelling’s two-sample test was
used for testing differences between treatment groups. The basic significance
levelwas set to 0.01because of the large number of recordedcells and reduced
to 0.005 using Bonferroni’s correction as the same data were used twice in the
same test. All quantification data sets are available in Table S1.
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